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Abstract
We construct a class of maximal partial line spreads in PG(4, q), that
we call q-added maximal partial line spreads. We obtain them by depriving
a line spread of a hyperplane of some lines and adding q + 1 pairwise skew
lines not of the hyperplane for each removed line. We do this through a
theoretical way for every value of q, and by a computer search for q ≤ 16.
More precisely we prove that for every q there are q-added maximal partial
line spreads from the size q2 + q + 1 to the size q2 + (q − 1)q + 1, while by a
computer search we get larger cardinalities.
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1 Introduction
A partial line spread F in PG(4, q), the projective space of dimensions four over
the Galois field GF(q) of order q, is a set of pairwise skew lines. We say that F
is maximal if it cannot be extended to a larger partial line spread. A line spread in
PG(3, q), generally in PG(n, q), n odd, is a set of pairwise skew lines covering
the space.
Maximal partial line spreads (from now on MPS) in PG(4, q) have been in-
vestigated by several authors, but little is known about them (see [5], [6]). The
smallest examples are the spreads in hyperplanes (of size q2 + 1).
A. Beutelspacher determined the largest examples, which are of size q3 + 1,
and also found examples inside the interval [q2 + 1, q2 + q√q −√q] (see [1]). Af-
terwards, we only have a density result by J. Eisfeld, L. Storme and P. Sziklai [3],
precisely the interval [q3 − q + 3, q3 + 1].
Here we construct a particular class of MPS in PG(4, q). We do it for every
value of q by using theoretical methods and for q ≤ 16 by a computer search.
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We start from a line spread FH of a hyperplane H of PG(4, q). We begin
by depriving FH of a line r1 ∈ H. Starting from FH/{r1} we construct a new
maximal partial line spread F ′
H
, by adding q + 1 pairwise skew lines not of H
and covering the line r1. Afterwards we deprive F ′H of a line r2 ∈ H and add
q+1 pairwise skew lines not of H, meeting r2 and not meeting the previous added
lines, obtaining a MPS F ′′
H
, and so on.
We call (FH, q)-added maximal partial line spread, or briefly q-added max-
imal partial line spread, the MPS obtained in this way. We prove that this con-
struction can be repeated for q − 1 times, for every value of q. So we get q-added
MPS of size q2 + kq + 1, for every integer k = 1, . . . , q − 1.
By a computer search the previous construction can be repeated for a larger
number of times, for q ≤ 16. More precisely, we construct all the q-added MPS
with size between q2+q+1 and q2+k(q)q+1, where k(3) = 4, k(4) = 7, k(5) = 10,
k(7) = 19, k(8) = 26, k(9) = 33, k(11) = 46, k(13) = 62 and k(16) = 87.
We remark that the times for the computer search are restricted: for instance,
the case q = 11 needs a time less than 80 seconds, by a notebook with processor
Intel Core i5-430M, 4 GB RAM.
2 A geometric construction of the q-added maximal
partial line spreads
We start by proving the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. In PG(4, q), q a prime power, let S be a hyperplane and X a point
of S. Let L be a set of pairwise skew lines not of S and not through X , such that
∣L∣ < q2. Then there is a line through X not of S skew with every line of L.
Proof. Through the point X there are θ3 − θ2 = q3 (where θr = ∑ri=0 qi) lines
not of S and therefore having only the point X in common with S. Let L be the
following point set:
L = ⋃
ℓ∈L
ℓ − S.
Evidently, we have:
∣L∣ = q ∣L∣ . (2.1)
Assume that every line through X and not of S meets some lines of L. Since there
are q3 lines having only the point X in common with S and since such lines can
meet ⋃ℓ∈L ℓ only at points of L, we have
∣L∣ ≥ q3. (2.2)
By (2.1) and (2.2) we get
∣L∣ ≥ q2. (2.3)
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The inequality (2.3) is a contradiction, since ∣L∣ < q2. The contradiction proves
that there is a line through X , not of S and not meeting any line of L. So the
theorem is proved.
Now let F be a spread of a hyperplane S and let r1, r2, . . . , rq−1 be q − 1 lines
of F . By using Theorem 2.1 we find q + 1 mutually skew lines, r1
1
, r2
1
, . . . , r
q+1
1
,
not of S and covering r1. The line set
F1 = (F − {r1})⋃{r11 , r21 , . . . , rq+11 }
is a q-added MPS with size q2+q+1. By using Theorem 2.1 we find q+1 mutually
skew lines, r12 , r22 , . . . , r
q+1
2
not of S, covering r2 and not meeting r11 , r21 , . . . , r
q+1
1
.
The line set
F2 = (F1 − {r2})⋃{r12 , r22 , . . . , rq+12 }
is a q-added MPS, with size q2 + 2q + 1. Theorem 2.1 allows us to construct
q-added MPS up to the cardinality q2 + (q − 1) q + 1, by covering all the lines
r1, r2, . . . , rq−1.
So we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2.2. In PG(4, q), q a prime power, there are q-added maximal partial
line spreads of size q2 + kq + 1, for every integer k = 1,2, . . . , q − 1.
3 Computer search of q-added maximal partial line
spreads in PG(4, q), q a prime
3.1 The algorithm
We are able to construct the Plücker coordinates of the lines of a spread F of
PG(3, q), by using the programs for the computer search of MPS in PG(3, q)
contained in [8, 9].
In the case q = ph, we use the following spread (see [7], 17.3.3).
Let q = ph, with h > 1 and let xp+1 + bx − c be a polynomial without roots in
F = GF(q). Then the set
{⟨(1,0,0,0) , (0,1,0,0)⟩} ∪ {⟨(z, y,1,0) , (cyp, zp + byp,0,1)⟩ ∥ (y, z) ∈ F2}
is an aregular spread of PG(3, q).
In the case q a prime, with gcd(q + 1,3) = 3, we use either the spread ob-
tained by A. A. Bruen and J. W. P. Hirschfeld and formed by tangent lines, imagi-
nary chords and imaginary axes of a twisted cubic (see [2]), or a spread obtained
by a computer search. In the case q a prime, but not with gcd(q + 1,3) = 3, we
use a spread obtained by a computer search.
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Starting from the Plücker coordinates (p01, p02, p03, p12, p13, p23) of the lines
of F in PG(3, q), we consider the 10-tuples
(p01, p02, p03, p04 = 0, p12, p13, p14 = 0, p23, p24 = 0, p34 = 0) .
It is easy to check that the above 10-tuples are the Plücker coordinates of pairwise
skew lines of PG(4, q) and that the hyperplane H of equation x4 = 0 contains all
of them. So we obtain a spread FH of H, which is a maximal partial line spread
of PG(4, q).
We begin by depriving FH of a line r1 ∈ H. Starting from FH/{r1} we
construct a new maximal partial line spread F ′
H
, by adding q + 1 pairwise skew
lines not of H and covering the line r1. Afterwards we deprive F ′H of a line
r2 ∈ H and add q + 1 pairwise skew lines not of H, meeting r2 and not meeting
the previous added lines, obtaining a MPS F ′′
H
, and so on.
3.2 Result check
We remark that the algorithm for the construction of the Plücker coordinates is
similar to what we used in two previous articles (see [8, 9]), where we constructed
the Plücker coordinates of the lines of PG(3, q).
Obviously, we verify the correctness of our construction by several tests.
In particular, to verify the construction of the Plücker coordinates and the
writing of the incidence line conditions, we write a (very simple) program that
calculates, for every line ℓ, the number n(ℓ) of the lines meeting ℓ. We do it en-
tirely for q = 2,3,4,5,7,8 and partially for q = 9,11,13,16 and we always find
n(ℓ) = (q3 + q2 + q) (q + 1) + 1. The number n(ℓ) has been calculated approx-
imately one million of times. This kind of test guarantees the correctness of the
construction of the Plücker coordinates and the writing of the incidence relations.
Concerning the correctness of the obtained maximal partial spreads, we do the
following tests.
Firstly, we check that the q2+1 lines of F , that we use as initial partial spread,
form a set of pairwise skew lines and so a spread ofH, which trivially is a maximal
partial spread of PG(4, q).
Secondly, we test our biggest q- added MPS by checking that its lines are
pairwise skew and that all the added lines are not of H. The first property is
verified either through a macro in Microsoft Excel (in the case q a prime) or with
a program in C language (q a prime or not). The macro of Microsoft Excel is
similar to the macro used in [8, 9]. The other property is verified by using very
easy instructions, which check that at least one of the Plücker coordinates p04,
p14, p24 and p34 is different from zero.
Obviously, we test the “test program”. We include some set L of lines of
PG(4, q) and the program calculates the number n(ℓ), for each line of L, and the
number n (L) of lines of PG(4, q) meeting a line of L.
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1. We include in the test program n coincident lines and we always obtain the
numbers n (L) = (q3 + q2 + q) (q + 1) + 1 and n(ℓ) = n, for every line.
2. We include in the test program two skew lines and the previous numbers in
this case are n (L) = 2 ((q3 + q2 + q) (q + 1) + 1) − (q + 1)2 and n(ℓ) = 1,
for each the two lines.
3. We include a spread L of a hyperplane of PG(4, q) (spread already used
and tested in PG(3, q), see [8, 9]) obtaining in this case n(ℓ) = 1, for each
line, and n (L) = θ4θ3/θ1, that is the number of lines of PG(4, q). After
this, we tested the spread in the following way: the spread is deprived of a
line and the program replies that it is not maximal (the previous numbers
are n(ℓ) = 1 and n (L) < θ4θ3/θ1). Furthermore, we tested the set of lines
obtained by adding a line to the spread and the program answers that it is
not a set of pairwise skew lines and n (L) = θ4θ3/θ1.
Concerning the programs which construct MPS in PG(4, ph), with p a prime
and h > 1, we remark that the used tables of sum and product are the same used
and tested in [9].
Furthermore, for PG(4,2) and PG(4,3) we construct MPS either by using
operationsmodp or the tables of sum and product, and we obtain the same results.
In addition to this we remark that the program never gives results against the
theory. In particular, in the case PG(4,2), for which there is a complete char-
acterization of the MPS, the program constructs MPS of size 7 and 9, according
to the above characterization which asserts that in PG(4,2) the only cardinalities
for the MPS are 5, 7 and 9.
4 Results
In this paper we obtain MPS F of cardinality q2 + kq + 1, with k integer, which
assumes all the values from 1 to the maximum value kmax. In the following table
we report the values of q, kmax and the minimum and the maximum values of ∣F∣ .
Table 1
q kmax ∣Fmin∣ = q2 + q + 1 ∣Fmax∣ = q2 + kmaxq + 1
3 4 13 22
4 7 21 45
5 10 31 76
7 19 57 183
8 26 73 273
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Table 1
q kmax ∣Fmin∣ = q2 + q + 1 ∣Fmax∣ = q2 + kmaxq + 1
9 33 91 379
11 46 133 628
13 62 183 976
16 87 273 1649
We remark that some above values are already obtained by theoretic ways.
5 Conclusion
This work began by a computer search which allowed us to find several results
and stimulated the theoretical research the results of which are given by Theorem
2.2.
The results of computer search prove that there is still more to be discovered.
The analysis of our results makes you think that the number of the q-added maxi-
mal partial line spreads increases with q.
We have realized that it is possible to study the same problem for larger values
of the order q.
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